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Abstract
In this thesis I present the NetLog, an efficient, highly available, stable storage abstraction
for distributed computer systems. I implemented the NetLog and used it in the Thor
distributed, object-oriented database. I also show that the NetLog outperforms the most
commonly used alternative on both present and future hardware configurations.
The NetLog defines a log abstraction that is more suited to application requirements
than other proposed log abstractions. Unlike traditional storage mediums, such as magnetic
disks, that provide only reliability, the NetLog provides both reliable and available storage
through the use of primary copy replication. By hiding all details of processing from appli-
cations and implementing a generic interface, the NetLog can be used by any application
and applications that accessed reliable storage now get the benefits of availability with little
code change.
Within Thor, I developed implementations of the NetLog that survive one and two
server failures. I also implemented a disk based log so that the performance of the two
logs could be compared within a real system. I developed a model of both logs to extend
the comparison to other system and technology configurations. My performance results,
from experiments and modeling, show that the availability provided by the NetLog comes
for free as the NetLog always performs faster than the disk log, and performs an order of
magnitude faster for small data sizes.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
An important goal for computer systems that provide storage for objects on the Internet
is to make that storage both reliable and available. Reliability is attained by ensuring that
the information in these objects is not lost or corrupted on system failure including system
crashes and media failures. Reliability also guarantees that the effects of an operation
executed on a data object are visible to all those that access the data object after the
operation has completed regardless of any failures that might take place. Availability is
attained by ensuring that, in addition to reliability, the objects are always accessible when
needed, even in the face of system and media failures and network errors and partitions.
Reliability is provided through the use of stable storage. Stable storage is storage that
is both persistent and failure atomic. A device/storage is said to be failure atomic when a
write to the device/storage is guaranteed to either take place completely or not at all. If
a failure occurs during a write and the write is unable to succeed, the state of the storage
will be restored to what it was before the write began. The exact nature and type of data
that is kept in stable storage and how the system uses it varies from system to system.
Stable storage has primarily been used in transactional systems to provide consistency but
increasingly is of interest in non-transactional systems, like file systems and network servers,
to recover from failures [SMK93, CD95].
Most systems implement stable storage on magnetic disks [G78, BJW87, H87, BEM90,
KLA90]. Disks store information through magnetic recording and retain information even
in the face of system crash and power failure. If stable storage is implemented on a single
disk, then the storage does not survive media failure. In order for disk based stable storage
to survive media failures, systems have used mirrored disks where the data is written to
two disks so that if one disk fails the other is still accessible.
Using disks to implement stable storage suffers from two major shortcomings. First,
writing to disk is time consuming and the time taken to write to disk has been increasing
relative to other system latencies. Second, and more important, is that the stable storage
provided by disks is not available; when the disk unit is down (say due to power failure),
the data becomes unavailable.
This thesis defines a new abstraction, the NetLog, that provides efficient, highly available
stable storage. The thesis provides an implementation of this abstraction within a particular
object storage system (the Thor distributed database) and also provides a performance
analysis of the NetLog abstraction on both present and future hardware. The NetLog
derives its name from tha fact that it uses a log of the data at systems connected by a
network to provide reliable and available storage for data.
The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. I first describe the client-server system
model, which is the focus of this thesis. I then go on to introduce replication techniques
and protocols that are used to achieve high availability in client-server distributed systems.
I then discuss the contributions of this thesis, and conclude this chapter with a brief outline
of the rest of the thesis.
1.1 The Client-Server System
In a client-server system, the machine on which the application is run (the client) is different
from the machine on which the program that services the application runs (the server).
The basic idea behind client-server systems is to separate the application from the service it
requires to perform its task. A variety of systems use the client-server model; file systems,
distributed databases, registry servers, and network servers, to name a few. For example,
in a file system, the files are stored at the server and user applications run on clients that
access files from the servers. A client reads a file by bringing the file to the client machine
and when the client has finished using the file, it is written back to the server. In the
example of a network time server, clients query the server to get the current system time
at the server. As can be seen from the above examples, the exact operations performed by
the clients at the servers varies from system to system but the notion of clients performing
operations on (or getting service from) the servers remains.
This thesis focusses on client-server based distributed systems because continuous service
for clients can be guaranteed. By separating the clients and servers, one server can replace
another server which has failed without the client application being affected. Further, the
servers can be made more robust (by equipping them with a UPS) and more secure (by
placing them in secure places and running advanced security checks) without having to
undergo these costs for the clients. Also, placing the program that services applications
at the server facilitates sharing of the service between multiple clients and placing the
applications on separate client machines permits the system to scale and seamlessly handle
a large number of applications.
1.2 Replication Techniques
The concept of using replication to provide fault tolerance to mask component failures was
first proposed by von Neumann [V56]. A good background and description of replication
techniques is given in [BHG87]. The main benefits of replication are:
* To increase reliability by having multiple independent copies of the data object. If
one server goes down, perhaps even permanently, data is not lost.
* To increase the availability of the data by ensuring that the data object is accessible
even if one server goes down. A server crash should not bring down the entire system
until the server can be rebooted.
* To improve performance of the system. The workload can be split over multiple
servers so that a single server is not a bottleneck. By having multiple servers, the
least loaded server can be used.
The main issue in replication is transparency to the user of the application that runs
on the client. At one end, users could not only be aware of the replication process but also
control it. At the other end of the continuum are systems where the users are unaware
of replication. In a user-initiated replication scheme, the user places objects on different
servers and is responsible for ensuring and interpreting the consistency between the copies.
In a completely transparent replication scheme, the user is not aware of the replication but
can see the effects in terms of increased availability. In a transparent replication scheme,
operations are automatically performed on enough copies of the object to ensure that the
effects of the operation survive all subsequent failures. Polyzois and Garcia-Molina [PG92]
evaluate replication schemes based on the level of user-transparency and replica consistency
in client server based transaction processing systems.
For transparent replication, the key issue is ensuring that the copies of the data at the
different replicas are consistent. Sending a message to every copy in sequence will not work
as the process sending the messages might crash before it is done. There are two main
approaches to solving this problem, namely the primary copy approach, and the quorum
consensus approach. In both cases, to survive f server failures, the number of servers in
the system, N, must be at least 2f + 1 [L96].
1.2.1 Primary Copy
In the primary copy replication scheme [AD76, 088, T79, G83], one server is designated as
a primary and the rest are designated as backups. Client operations are directed only to
the primary. When the primary receives a message describing an operation from a client,
it performs the operation locally and writes the results to disk. The primary then sends
the operation to the backups so that they can perform it as well. After the operation has
been performed at a backup, a backup writes the results to disk and sends an acknowl-
edgement to the primary. In order to ensure that the effects of the operation survive all
subsequent failures, the primary must receive acknowledgements from enough backups (f
backups to survive f failures) before it tells the client that the operation has been carried
out successfully.
If the backup or primary crashes, the servers of the group that are still up reorganize
themselves into another configuration containing one server as the primary and the rest as
backups. After this reorganization, the system can continue to process client operations.
The protocol that is used to recover in the face of server failures is called a view change
[G83, ESC85, ET86, 088]. Replication protocols that not only survive server failure but
also network partitions are discussed in [DGS85].
1.2.2 Quorum Consensus
While the primary copy scheme discussed above was not concerned about the type of client
operation, the quorum consensus scheme is more limited. It classifies client operations into
either a read or a write of the data. Writes modify the state of the data and must be
conveyed to enough replicas to ensure that the effects of the write are reliable.
The quorum consensus scheme uses voting [G79, ES83, P86] where clients request and
acquire the permission of multiple replicas before reading or writing the data object. The
number of servers, Nr, whose assent is required for a read operation is called the read
quorum and the number of servers, Nw, whose assent is required for a write operation
is called the write quorum. Each server can be thought of as having a token that can be
acquired by clients. When the client acquires enough tokens (to form the required quorum),
it performs the read or write operation and returns the tokens to the servers. Servers may
grant multiple read tokens but cannot issue a write token unless no tokens have been issued.
And when a write token has been issued, no token can be issued. If the total number of
servers is N, then to ensure that read and write operations by clients are consistent, it must
hold that Nr + Nw > N.
An interesting problem that arises in setting read and write quorums is that read opera-
tions are much more common than writes and consequently, to make the common case fast,
Nr is usually set small. In such a situation, N, is close to N (in fact, typically N, = N) and
it may be impossible to acquire a write quorum if a few servers are down. This problem was
fixed in [VT88] by using dummy servers called ghosts that take part only in write quorums
and not in read quorums.
1.2.3 Primary Copy vs. Quorum Consensus
The primary copy approach is widely preferred to the quorum consensus approach for a
number of reasons. Firstly, the primary copy scheme is simpler than the quorum protocol
because it is easier for clients to interact with one server than exchange messages with
multiple servers and acquire quorums. Secondly, in the quorum scheme, concurrent writes
can cause deadlock and avoiding such situations introduces additional complexity into the
protocol. Thirdly, the quorum scheme is further complicated as it needs to handle clients
crashing after they have acquired tokens from servers. Finally, unlike the quorum consensus
approach, the primary copy scheme does not classify client operations into reads and writes
and thus is easily extendible.
A big problem with the quorum protocols is that they do not scale with number of
clients. Every read and write will generate traffic between the client and most servers.
Clients are generally connected to the servers through low speed connections and this traffic
may overload their network. On the other hand in the primary copy scheme, there is
only one round-trip message communication between the client and the primary. The
communication between the primary and the backups is managed more easily as they are
usually connected by a much higher speed connection and messages generated by multiple
clients can be piggybacked. Studies [GH096] have shown that as the number of clients and
servers is increased, the network traffic in the quorum protocols is high and causes network
congestion and system slowdown.
1.3 Contributions of this Thesis
This section discusses the main contributions of this thesis.
1.3.1 Design of the NetLog abstraction
The NetLog is an efficient, highly available, stable storage abstraction that can be used by
servers in any distributed system. The NetLog replicates data on a number of machines to
achieve high availability by using the primary copy replication technique. In the primary
copy scheme, the primary and backups record information on disk and carry out a protocol
to ensure that they are synchronized and the data is consistent. The primary and the
backups also carry out a view change protocol on failover. The details of all this activity is
encapsulated within the NetLog abstraction and hidden from the servers.
The NetLog provides the server program with access to stable storage through a simple
interface. This interface is identical to the traditional log abstraction used by many systems
that implement stable storage on disk. Servers that use the traditional log abstraction to
access reliable storage can now use the NetLog and achieve availability with little rewrite
of server code.
One key optimization of the NetLog design is to assume that all servers are equipped
with an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS). The UPS enables the NetLog to be stored in
main memory at both the primary and the backups rather than on disk. Log data is not
lost on power failure as the UPS affords time to write the log data to disk. By replacing disk
I/O with one round-trip network communication, the NetLog surmounts the twin problems
of availability and performance faced by disks: the NetLog design provides highly available
stable storage and potentially leads to better system performance than disks.
1.3.2 Implementation of the NetLog in Thor
The NetLog abstraction has been implemented and used in the Thor distributed, object-
oriented database [LAC96]. This implementation not only demonstrates the utility of the
NetLog in a real system but also provides an environment for testing and studying the per-
formance of the NetLog abstraction. Thor is based on the client-server paradigm and Thor
servers use the stable storage provided by the NetLog to manage the database. Configu-
rations of the NetLog that permit 1 and 2 server failures were developed. The system was
tested extensively and its results were compared with previous versions of Thor for both
consistency and correctness.
A disk log abstraction was also built into Thor. By making the disk log and the NetLog
implement the same interface, Thor servers can use either the disk log or the NetLog in a
seamless fashion.
1.3.3 Performance of the NetLog in Thor
As reported in [ONG93], log performance is significant in terms of overall system perfor-
mance. In the NetLog design, the UPS allows the substitution of a round trip network
communication for a disk write. There is therefore potential for better performance and
this was demonstrated in the Harp system [LGG91]. Harp is a highly available, replicated
file system that used an in-memory log with UPS support to remove synchronous disk
operations. In [LGG91], the performance of the Harp system was compared to that of un-
replicated NFS (which used synchronous disk writes) on standard file system benchmarks
and significant performance improvement was reported. But since the Harp system had a
specialized implementation, the results are not generalizeable beyond file systems. In this
thesis, the performance of the NetLog is characterized in a manner that is easily applicable
to any distributed system that uses a log, namely, the time to flush data to stable storage.
The performance of the NetLog and disk log, as implemented in the Thor system, was
compared. Their performance was evaluated by running a benchmark that caused various
amounts of data to be flushed to stable storage thus allowing a study of the variation in
flush times with data size for the two log schemes. Results show that that the NetLog
implementation that can survive 1 server failure performs better or as well as the disk log
regardless of the flush data size. Thus, the increased availability provided by the NetLog
comes for free without any decrease in performance. The NetLog may even provide improved
performance as results indicate that the NetLog performs an order of magnitude faster than
the disk log for flush data sizes less than 10 KB.
I also studied the performance of the NetLog implementation that survives two server
failures. This implementation is faster than the disk log for small data sizes but when the
data size is greater than 100 KB, the disk log becomes faster. However, this implementation
of the NetLog is not efficient as it did not use the facility of multicast present in most local
area networks. The NetLog performance in a network that supports multicast is studied in
the model described in the next subsection.
1.3.4 Modeling the NetLog
The implementation of the NetLog and disk log abstractions in Thor provides one data
point for comparison. To extend the comparison to more general system configurations,
an analytical model of the NetLog was developed. The model allows the projection of
the performance implications of the NetLog approach in future systems. The model was
based on three different technological settings: CURRENT, ubiquitous technology today;
FRONTIER, commercially available technology today; and FUTURE, technology a few
years away. These three system configurations enable a comparison of the two log schemes
with changes in the underlying disk, network and computer technology.
The results from the model are consistent with the results of the Thor implementation,
namely that a NetLog that survives one failure performs better or as well as the disk log.
From the model, it is seen that the relative performance improvement of the NetLog over
the disk log is expected to get better as technology advances.
The model assumed a multicast medium with ordered acknowedgements when studying
the effect of varying the number of backups on flush time. Results from the model indicate
that under such a setup, adding an extra backup introduces a small overhead (approximately
10% for a 10 KB flush). The model suggests that an optimal implementation of the NetLog
that survives upto 10 failures can still perform better than the disk log.
1.4 Thesis Outline
The rest of the thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 details the NetLog abstraction,
its architecture, interface and and operation. Chapter 3 describes the implementation of
the NetLog within the Thor system along with its organization, internal structure and
processes. Chapter 4 describes the setup, configuration, and experiments used to study the
performance of the NetLog in Thor. Chapter 4 also presents the results of the performance
comparison between the NetLog and the disk log in the Thor system. Chapter 5 extends the
results of the performance comparison in Thor to future system configurations by developing
an analytical model of the NetLog. The flush time of the NetLog and disk log are modeled
to compare their performance. Chapter 6 makes some concluding observations and presents
some areas for future work.
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Chapter 2
The NetLog
This chapter describes the functionality and interface of a generic log abstraction and also
details the design, organization and operation of network and disk based implementations
of this abstraction. The chapter concludes with a look at the related work.
2.1 Log Abstraction
This section describes a generic log abstraction that can be used by any server application
that requires access to stable storage. The log appears to the server as an abstract persistent
data structure that permits the operations of addition, deletion and retrieval. The log
abstraction has been designed to be independent of the application that uses it and of the
nature of data stored within it.
Conceptually, the log is organized as a series of log records. The data that an application
wants to store in the log is encapsulated within a log record. Every log record is associated
with a unique log index represented by an integer between 0 and MaxIndex (a large positive
integer). A log record is allocated a log index when it is added to the log and the index of a
log record does not change. Log indices are not reused and are visible to the applications for
they are the means of distinguishing and accessing particular records within the log. The
log has two pointers, low and high, that hold the indices of the oldest non-deleted record
and the latest appended record in the log.
Physically, the log is composed of a volatile state and a persistent state. Each of these
is organized as a series of log records. The data contained in the volatile part of the log is
lost on system failure. The persistent part of the log will survive some system failure modes
and be accessible when normal operation is restored.
The log abstraction provides applications with the functionality of adding, removing
and retrieving log records as well as the ability to synchronize the volatile and persistent
states of the log.
2.1.1 Adding Data to the Log
Log records are appended to the log using the append operation. When a log record is
appended to the log, the log assigns the record its index and this log index is returned to
the application that requested the append operation. When appended into an empty log,
the log record receives the index 0. If the log is not empty, the log record is appended at the
index which is one greater than high. After the log record has been added to the log, the
append operation increments high by 1. The log record is appended to the volatile state of
the log and thus appended records are not guaranteed to survive system failure.
Since append adds records at the high end and high does not wrap around, the log will
run out of indices when high reaches MaxIndex. If high equals MaxIndex, the log will
not permit any more append operations. The append operation might also fail because of
lack of space. Implementations might have limited storage for log records and the append
operation will fail if there is no space in the log to add the log record. Note that running
out of indices and running out of space are independent of each other.
2.1.2 Removing Data from the Log
Log records may be removed from the log using the delete operation. Unlike traditional log
abstractions that allow log records to be deleted only at the low end and in order, this log
abstraction allows deletion to occur from anywhere within the log. This design is motivated
by examining the requirements of many systems.
For example in the transaction manager coordinating the two-phase commit protocol in
distributed databases [A94], the order in which transactions might commit may be different
from the order in which their records were appended into the log. In a traditional log
abstraction, the transaction that committed first cannot delete its log records till the other
transaction commits and deletes its records from the log. Another use of this functionality
is in the writing of updates in the log to the database [G95]. To maximize disk throughput,
all the modifications on a database page should be written out together. These updates
may be present in many non-contiguous log records and after the page has been written out
to disk, all the corresponding records can be deleted.
The log consists of records with indices between low and high. In the traditional log
abstraction that only allowed deletion from the low end and in order, the log guaranteed that
all the indices between low and high contained valid log records. Allowing the functionallity
of deleting any record implies that there can now exist indices, between low and high, which
do not have a log record associated with them.
Applications delete log records by providing the index of the record to the deleted. If the
record deleted was the earliest record in the log, low is incremented to the next higher index
with a non-deleted log record. Like the append operation, the delete operation is performed
on the volatile state of the log. The log records removed using the delete operation are thus
still part of the log's persistent state.
Mutators:
Logindex append(Logrecord Ir) throws LogFullException
//effects: Appends the logrecord Ir to the log and returns the log index of Ir within the log.
// Throws LogFullException if the log is full, due to lack of free space or indices.
boolean flush(Logindex i) throws LogEmptyException
//effects: Makes all the volatile records with log indices less than or equal to i persistent.
// Returns true if successful, else returns false. Throws LogEmptyException if the log is empty
void delete(Logindex i) throws NotFoundException, InvalidlndexException
//effects: Deletes the log record with index i from the log. Throws InvalidlndexException if i
// is out of bounds. Throws NotFoundException if there is no log record with index i.
Accessors:
Logrecord fetch(Logindex i) throws NotFoundException, Invalid IndexException
//effects: Returns the log record with logindex i. Throws NotFoundException if there is no
// log record with index i. Throws InvalidlndexException if i is out of bounds
Enumeration[Logindex,LogRecord] elements()
//effects: Returns an enumeration consisting of the logindex and log record of all the
//log records in the log in the order in which they were appended to the log, earliest
// to last.
Logindex high() throws LogEmptyException
//effects: Returns the log index of the last log record appended into the log. Throws
// LogEmptyException if the log is empty.
Logindex low() throws LogEmptyException
//effects: Returns the log index of the log record that was appended earliest among all
// the records in the log. Throws LogEmptyException if the log is empty.
int size()
//effects: Returns the number of records in the log.
Log Setup and Shutdown:
Configuration setup()
boolean shutdown()
Table 2.1: The interface to the log abstraction. The specification is written in Java-like
syntax for illustration.
2.1.3 Synchronizing the Volatile and Persistent States
Since both the append and the delete operations act on the log's volatile state and do
not survive system failure, the log's flush operation is used to synchronize the volatile
and persistent states of the log. Specifically, the persistent state is updated to reflect the
appends and deletes that have been performed on the volatile state. The flush operation
takes a log index as an argument and all log records with indices lower than or equal to
the log index specified are made persistent. The flush operation with argument i makes the
effects of all operations that executed before it on records with indices lower than or equal to
i persistent. Applications use the flush method to convey the effects of their modifications
to stable storage.
By letting applications specify the record till which they want the persistent and volatile
states to be synchronized, the log postpones flushing of records till it is required. Since
flushing is a time consuming operation, this approach leads to significant advantages in a
multi-threaded system, where a thread can flush the log only till the records it is concerned
about. A thread that requests a flush of the records it appended to the log does not have
to wait for the flushing of records that were appended by other threads after it appended
its records but before it called the flush method.
The rationale for the separation of functionality between operating on the volatile state,
and synchonizing the volatile and peristent states comes from studying application behavior
and requirements. For example, the transaction manager discussed earlier appends a num-
ber of records into the log but requires persistence only after appending the commit record.
This approach allows applications to implement performance optimizations to amortize
the cost of flushing (usually a time consuming operation) over multiple append or delete
operations [DK084].
2.1.4 Retrieving Data from the Log
Since the log is independent of the application and the data stored, the log cannot interpret
the data encapsulated within the log record. It therefore falls to the application to extract
its log records and interpret the data stored within them. There are two ways in which
applications can retrieve data from the log.
Applications can read data from the log by keeping track of their log activity and
remembering the records that they appended and deleted along with their indices. The
application uses the log's fetch operation that allows applications to read log records by
supplying the index of the log record to be retrieved. The fetch operation acts on the log's
volatile state and therefore will see the effects of all append and delete operations that
preceded it. If there is no record at that index or the index is out of bounds (i.e. not
between low and high), the fetch operation will fail.
Alternatively, applications may use the log's elements operation to iterate through
the log records in the order in which they were appended to the log. This operation is
particularly useful for applications that crashed and want to use the data in the log for
recovery. The elements operation returns the list of non-deleted log records with indices
between low and high. Since there may be log indices between low and high that do not
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have log records associated with them, the elements operation also returns the indices of
the log records.
The log has a size operation that returns the number of records in the log. Note that
since there may be indices between low and high that are not associated with log records,
the number of records in the log is not the same as high - low.
2.1.5 Setup and Shutdown
The log's setup operation creates the log when the server is started and also recovers the
log's volatile state from its persistent state. The setup operation returns a Configuration
object that contains information about the configuration of the log like the amount of
storage, value of MaxIndex, results of the recovery process.
The shutdown operation shuts the log down under normal case operation. It returns
true if the shutdown was successful, otherwise it returns false.
2.2 Implementing the Log Abstraction
This section describes two implementations of the log abstraction described above: a disk
log implementation and a network implementation. The interface to be implemented is
described in table 2.1.
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2.2.1 Disk Log
The disk log implements the log abstraction using a re-recordable magnetic disk as the
stable storage medium. The implementation uses both a memory buffer and a disk to store
log records. The volatile state of the log is maintained in memory and the persistent state
of the log is maintained on disk. The system organization is depicted in figure 2-1.
The append operation adds the log record to the memory buffer and the delete operation
removes the record from the memory buffer. The flush operation writes the contents of the
appended log records from the memory buffer to disk and deletes the records on disk that
were deleted from the memory buffer. Fetch operations are satisfied in memory.
This implementation provides reliable storage for data by using the disk. However, if
the server is down, the data is unavailable.
2.2.2 NetLog
The NetLog provides the same log abstraction in a distributed system thus allowing the
data to be both reliable and available. The NetLog is a distributed program that runs
on a number of machines in a distributed system, with a NetLog component running on
each machine. Each machine is assumed to contain both memory and disk storage and
machines can communicate with each other through the network. This subsection details
the organization and implementation of the NetLog.
Storage
Each NetLog component maintains a log data structure in the main memory of the machine
that it runs on. Each machine is equipped with an Uninterruptible Power Supply (UPS)
so that log data is not lost on power failure. If there is a power failure, the log data in
memory can be written out to disk using the time afforded by the UPS. This data can be
recovered into memory when the machine is booted up again and the NetLog component on
that machine is restarted. Log data is stable because of the UPS and is available because
it is present in the main memory of all machines. The principal advantage of the NetLog
over the disk is that the log is available even when one or more servers are down.
Primary Copy Protocol
The NetLog uses the primary copy replication technique [AD76, 088, T79, G83] to manage
the log records at all components. The machines are divided into a primary and backups.
The server program at the primary interacts with the NetLog component at the primary
through the interface described earlier (figure 2.1). The NetLog components at the primary
and backups use the primary copy protocol to maintain synchrony and ensure that their
log data is consistent. This is detailed in the operation section below. Figure 2-2 shows the
architecture of a 2 backup NetLog configuration.
The organization of NetLog components (and the machines they run on) into a primary
and backups is called a view. If a machine crashes, the NetLog components run a view change
[ESC85, ET86, G83, 088] protocol. The result of the view change is a reorganization of the
machines within the group such that the failed machine is removed from service. A similar
view change occurs when a failed machine comes back up. In the new view created as a
result of the view change, the machines that are part of that view are again composed of
a primary and backups. The primary of the new view may be the same or different from
the primary of the previous view. When the primary changes, the server program on the
new primary interacts with the NetLog component at that machine through the interface in
table 2.1. In a system with a primary and 2n backups, since the primary waits for responses
from n backups, all persistent data is transmitted from one view to another, surviving upto
n server failures.
With a group of 2n + 1 machines, the NetLog can withstand upto n failures. Another
interesting feature of the NetLog design is that in a set of 2n + 1 machines, only n + 1
machines (the primary and n backups) need to have copies of the in-memory log data
structure. The other n machines are called witnesses, as proposed by [P86]. The witnesses
are required for the failover protocol to ensure that only one new view is selected. A witness
also may play a part in the processing after a view change if it replaces a backup that has
failed. The witness behaves just like a backup in the new view. When the failed machine
comes back up, the witness ships the log records to that machine so that the failed server
can re-synchronize with the primary of the new view.
NetLog Operation
The NetLog implements the append operation by appending the log record to the memory
log of the component at the primary. When the NetLog receives a flush operation, the
component at the primary sends the appropriate log records to the backup components so
that the records can be inserted into their log. The backups then send acknowledgments to
the primary component, as per the primary copy protocol described in section 1.2.1. In a
system with 2n + 1 machines, the primary waits for n acknowledgements before the flush
operation completes. This ensures that the log data will survive upto n failures.
Unlike the disk log, the flush operation does not convey the records deleted at the
primary. Since the NetLog is a distributed abstraction providing high availability, deleting
the records at the backup as and when they are deleted at the primary will result in the
log data being insufficient for another server to take over when the primary fails. Thus
defeating the purpose of high availability provided by the log.
The delete operation for each component's log is the responsibility of the server program
at that machine. When the server program at the primary issues a delete operation, the
log record is deleted only from the log at the primary. This approach allows the backups to
decide their extent of synchrony with the primary. If the backup wants to be closely syn-
chronized with the primary, it will process the log records as soon as they arrive and delete
them from the log. If the backup wants to keep the history of primary processing without
being synchronized with the primary, it will accumulate log records and start processing
only when its log is close to full or during a view change. However, fetch operations are
carried out at the primary and deleted records are thus not visible to applications.
2.3 Related Work
One of the first implementations of the primary copy technique was the Tandem Non-
Stop system [B78, B81]. The Auragen system [BBG83] was one of the first to combine the
primary-backup scheme with automatic logging. The Tandem system had a hot backup
where all the operations that the primary executes were executed at the backup. The
Auragen architecture proposed a cold backup that, on primary failure, would use the log
to come recover the system state and then take over. The NetLog takes an intermediate
position where the log records reach the backup but may not be processed synchronously
with the primary. The NetLog allows the server code at the backup to decide the extent of
synchrony with the primary.
The closest work to the NetLog is that of Daniels et al [DST87]. They describe a system
where there are a number of file servers that support client operations. The file servers
share a distributed logging mechanism composed of a group of log servers that form a
replica group for the log. The file servers use a quorum consensus scheme to write to the
log servers. The file servers themselves are not replicated and if one file server goes down,
another file server can query the log server to extract the log data in the failed file server
and take over from the failed server. The crucial difference between the NetLog and their
architecture is that their log is implemented on separate machines that must be accessed by
the servers using network communication. Further, their servers interact with the log using
a quorum scheme which is more network message intensive than the primary copy scheme
used in the NetLog.
The Harp file system [LGG91] contained a specialized, kernel-level implementation of
some of the ideas in the NetLog design. Harp used the primary copy replication technique,
with a view change algorithm, to achieve high availability.
The high latency of disk write operations to establish stable storage is avoided in the
NetLog by storing the log data in memory and using a UPS. The idea of using a UPS to
avoid synchronous disk writes also appears in [DST87, LGG91]. The Rio file cache [LC97]
also uses a UPS to avoid disk writes in providing persistent storage to applications. The Clio
logging service [FC87] achieves better write performance than re-recordable magnetic disks
by using write-once media like optical disks for append-only log files. Another approach
[BAD92] is to use Non-Volatile (NVRAM) based logs to prevent synchronous disk operations
without losing information on power failure.
A software approach to ameliorate the disk latency problem by improving disk through-
put is group commit [DK084], which improves the throughput of disk operations by grouping
together log records from a number of applications and writing them out in one shot. This
approach utilizes the fact that most of the disk overhead is in setting up a write and once
the disk is correctly positioned, disk throughput can be fairly high. The disadvantage of
this scheme is that flush operations are delayed until a sufficient number of log records have
accumulated.
The HA-NFS system [BEM90] also uses the primary copy scheme to provide high avail-
ability but since the log is kept on disk it suffers from the problem of expensive disk
writes. The Cedar [H87] and DEcorum [KLA90] file systems also use disk based logs.
Echo [HBJ90, SBH93] uses a primary copy technique with a log implemented on disk. The
log disk is multiported and therefore is accessible by both the primary and backup and is
managed by only one server at a time with the designated backup taking over when the
primary fails.
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Chapter 3
Implementation of the NetLog
abstraction in Thor
This chapter details the implementation of the NetLog abstraction in the Thor distributed
object-oriented database. The chapter begins with an overview of the Thor system, high-
lighting the role of the log in the Thor server. The chapter then describes the NetLog
structure and operation in the Thor system. The chapter concludes with a discussion of
the disk log implementation.
3.1 Overview of Thor
Thor [LAC96] provides a universe of persistent objects that are created and used by ap-
plications. Applications access Thor objects as they would normal, non-persistent objects
provided by the programming language in which they are written. Thor is based on the
client-server paradigm with applications running on clients and the persistent object store
being distributed among the servers.
Applications access Thor objects by starting a session. Within a session, applications
perform a sequence of transactions. Each transaction is composed of a set of more elemen-
tary operations, like reads and writes. The system guarantees that the entire transaction
succeeds (commits) or the entire transaction fails (aborts). If a transaction fails, the system
guarantees that none of the operations executed within that transaction has any effect on
the database. If the transaction commits, all the operations performed by that transaction
are guaranteed to survive all subsequent failures upto some limit.
Applications run transactions at the client machines. The client maintains a cache
[D95, CAL97] of recently used objects and fetches objects as needed from the server. It also
tracks the objects read and modified by the current transaction and sends this information
to the server as part of the commit request when the transaction completes.
When a server receives a commit request, the request includes the new objects to be made
persistent and the new values of all objects modified by the transaction. The transaction and
the modified objects are first vetted through the concurrency control scheme [A94], which
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ensures that the transaction does not violate the sharing semantics defined by the system. If
the transaction does not cause any sharing violation, the transaction is allowed to commit;
otherwise it is aborted. If the transaction is allowed to commit, the system then writes the
new values of the modified objects to the log. The transaction commits successfully if and
only if all of the modified objects reach the log. If the write of these objects to the log fails
for some reason (server crash, stable storage error, etc.), the transaction is aborted. The
server notifies the client about the commit as soon as the write to the log is completed.
Each Thor server uses the disk to provide persistent storage for the database. When
the server receives a fetch request from a client, it reads the pages of the requested objects
from the disk. The server maintains a cache of objects to avoid going to the database
on disk repeatedly for the same objects. The server also maintains another in-memory
data structure called the modified object buffer (MOB) [G95], that is used as a repository
for objects modified by recent transactions; the MOB is used to satisfy read requests for
these objects. The MOB management program writes the new and modified objects to the
database and deletes the corresponding records from the log and the MOB.
The role of the log in the Thor server along with the Thor architecture is shown in figure
3-1. Apart from its use in transaction management, the log is also used by other system
processes, like the garbage collector [M97], to ensure that the system operates consistently
in the face of server failures.
3.2 NetLog Implementation
This section describes the implementation of a NetLog consisting of a primary and one
backup. The primary and backup each run a program called the log that performs the
actions of the NetLog component (section 2.2.2) on that machine. The primary and backup
log programs run different code but maintain similar data structures.
3.2.1 Internal Representation
The log program is organized as a data abstraction and all operations are performed by
calling the methods of this abstraction, thereby ensuring that the internal representation
of the log is not exposed.
Data Structure
The log program, either at the primary or the backup, maintains log information in a circular
list of log entries, list, in the main memory of the server on which it runs. The number
of entries in the list, size, can be changed dynamically. The variable start specifies the
earliest entry in list and count specifies the number of valid entries in the list.
Log Entries
Each log entry in the list is just a wrapper for the log record that it contains. Each log
entry contains a pointer to a log record present in the heap and a flag specifying if the
record has been deleted. A log record is a composite data structure that contains a number
of fields and may be one of several types depending on the purpose for which the record
has been appended to the log. The number, type and interpretation of the fields that a log
record contains is dependent on the type of log record. Note that some log records may
contain fields that are pointers to other data objects in the heap. An example of this is the
Commit record, which is appended to the log when a transaction commits, and contains
pointers to all the new/modified objects of that transaction. Figure 3-2 shows the internal
structure of the log. Since the semantics and structure of the log records are different, the
log is oblivious to the details of the log records and interacts with the log records through
a specific interface.
To implement that interface, all the different types of log records are subclasses of an
abstract class, LogRecord, which contains the following abstract methods that are imple-
mented by each subclass. A size method is present that returns the size of the log record
which is simply the sum of the sizes of its fields. Note that this does not include any objects
that are pointed to by fields within the log record. Each log record has a encode method
that returns all the data represented by the log record as a bit stream. This includes all the
objects that are pointed to by fields within the log record. For example in figure 3-2, the
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bit stream would contain, in order, the encoded representations of field X, field Y, object L
and field Z. Complementary to the encode method is a decode method that when given a
bit stream will reconstruct the log record with appropriate fields and pointers thereof. The
decode method uses the heap to create external data objects pointed to by fields of the log
record.
Log Indices
As described in section 2.1, there are two types of records in the primary's log: log records
that are stable, and those that are not. The stable log records have been flushed to the
backup's log. The primary's log keeps track of which records are stable using the following
three variables. The log variable, nextindex, specifies the index of the next to-be-inserted
log record; nextf lush denotes the index of the last log record flushed to the backup; and
the log variable low denotes the index of the starting element of the primary's log.
At the backup's log, the variables low and next_index have similar meaning. The
backup does not maintain a nextf lush variable.
Note that nextflush, next_index and low hold the indices of log records that are
visible to applications. The log, at both the primary and backup, performs a mapping from
its internal storage of the records in the list structure to log indices. The index of the record
pointed to by the log entry in list [start] is low. The log entry list [(l-low+start) mod
size] contains a pointer to the log record with index 1. The log maintains the following
invariants: size > count > 0 and nextindex > nextf lush > low.
Since the log record indices do not wrap-around, a log record is identified by the same
index at both the primary and the backup. However, nth log entry in the list data structure
need not point to same log record at both the primary and the backup.
3.2.2 Code Structure
The primary log is used by the following processes. The log is created by the server process
that initializes all server components. The transaction manager on the primary forks a
thread (one for each client) that performs the operations of the transactions from that
client. These transaction threads append log records to the primary's log. Log records
are read and deleted by a MOB thread that writes the modifications described in the log
records to the database. The log is shutdown by the process that shuts down the Thor
server on power failure or for routine maintenance.
The network handler for messages from the primary appends records to the backup's
log. The log records are read and deleted by the MOB thread that maintains the database
at the backup.
At either the primary or the backup, there are a number of threads that access the log
concurrently and in order to ensure that all log operations are ordered and do not interfere
with each other, access to the log is controlled by an external mutex. A mutex is a special
variable that can be acquired by only one thread at a time. The thread that holds the mutex
can perform its operations on the log and once these operations have been completed, the
thread relinquishes control of the mutex so that it can be acquired by the next thread that
wants to access the log.
Flush Thread
The primary's log has a thread running in the background called the flush thread. The
flush thread controls access to the network connection to the backup and is responsible
for sending data to the backup. The log's flush method (section 3.2.3) signals the flush
thread to send the data to the backup and waits for a signal from the flush thread that it
has finished before returning. There are two main reasons that a separate flush thread was
implemented.
The first reason is to permit spontaneous flushing of log records so that the server
does not have to wait for the flush to complete. For example, in a system that performed
incremental logging of the data, by the time the flush operation is called, the log may have
accumulated a lot of data and flushing all of the data may be time consuming. A flush
thread could proactively flush data so that when the flush call does come in, it can return
much sooner since most of the flushing may have already been done.
The second reason is to permit batching of log records, from a number of processes
that are appending records to the log, into one flush. This is useful under conditions of
heavy load when there are a number of transaction threads, all of which want the log to be
flushed. Under heavy load, many transaction threads will get to run before the flush thread
and all of them will be signalling the flush thread. The flush thread is thus woken up once
and can perform the flushing for a number of threads in one shot. Since flushing involves
a significant setup cost, this approach allows the setup cost to be amortized over a larger
number of records thereby increasing throughput.
Backup Flush Thread
The backup's log has a thread called the backup flush thread that runs in the background
and is responsible for getting the log records from the primary and appending them to the
log at the backup. Since the log records arrive through messages from the primary in an
asynchronous fashion, having a separate thread separates the processing from the main
server threads at the backup that are not involved with the appending of log records.
3.2.3 NetLog Operation
This subsection describes how the NetLog (consisting of log programs at the primary and
backup) provides the server at the primary with the functionality described in table 2.1.
Setup
Though the backup might be used for other purposes, the current implementation of the
NetLog assumes a dedicated backup server. The primary log program is started by the
primary process that creates all server components.
The primary log program initializes the list data structure along with all log variables.
If the log is being re-started from a previous configuration, the state of the log is recovered
from a special region on disk (see shutdown section below). The primary performs an RPC
to create the log program on the backup server. The configuration information, i.e. the
servers on which the primary and backup logs are placed, the addresses of these servers, and
the port numbers that the primary and backup use for establishing network connections,
can be changed in the file replication. setup and does not require recompilation.
The backup log program first initializes the log data structures and recovers its state
from disk, if it is being restarted from a previous configuration (see shutdown section below).
After initialization, it forks the backup flush thread which binds and listens in on a pre-
specified port number, waiting for the primary to establish a connection.
After the RPC calls have returned, the primary waits for 5 seconds before forking the
flush thread. These five seconds are for the log at the backup to be properly set up and
the backup flush thread to be ready to accept connections. The flush thread on the
primary then synchronizes with the backup and establishes the network connection.
After the two flush threads have established a network connection, they set up the
message handlers. The backup flush thread sets up message handlers for receiving flush
data messages and shutdown messages from the primary. The flush thread at the primary
sets up message handlers for the acknowledgement messages from the backup.
Append
The NetLog append method appends records to the log at the primary. The log record to
be added to the log is heap allocated by the appending process and the pointer to the log
record is handed to the append method.
The append method first gains control of the primary log mutex. It then checks if the
list structure is full or not. If so, the list is enlarged to contain more log entries and
the pointer to the log record is inserted within the log entry at list [(start+count) mod
size]. The record receives the log index next_index and both nextindex and count are
incremented by 1. After the mutex is released, the index of the log record is returned to
the appending process.
Flush
The NetLog's flush method sends the data in the primary log to the backup logs. As
described in table 2.1, transactions threads will call the flush method with a log index as an
argument and expect all records with indices lower than that to be flushed to the backups
when the flush method returns.
The flush method first checks if the index specified is less than or equal to next flush.
If it is, the record has already been flushed and the flush method returns immediately. If not
the flush method signals the flush thread at the primary (which has been sleeping waiting
for something to flush) and then blocks on a condition variable waiting to be woken up by
the flush thread when the flush has been completed. If there are a number of transaction
threads that signal the flush thread simultaneously, they all block on the same condition
variable.
The flush thread first acquires the log mutex and identifies all the records in the primary
log that need to be flushed by a linear scan from nextf lush to next_index. Once this
is done, the value of next_index is stored and the flush thread relinquishes control of the
mutex. The value of next_index needs to be stored so that nextf lush can be updated once
the flush is completed. This is required as next_index might have been changed by other
transaction threads appending records into the log before the flush operation completes.
Once the log records have been collected, the flush thread calls their encode functions
and aggregates the bit streams into one message which is sent to the backup. When a
log record arrives at the backup, it has to be stored into some data structure. Since the
LogRecord class is an abstract one, the backup needs to know the type of the log record
that is coming on the wire in advance so that it can create the appropriate storage for
it. The primary therefore inserts the type of a log record before its bit representation in
the flush message. At the backup, the processing for each message is done at the level of
the message handler itself. The message handler, on reading the type of log record, heap-
allocates storage for it and uses the log record's decode method to reconstruct the log record
in the heap. The log record is then appended to the log using the append method.
Once the above operations have been completed, the message handler at the backup
sends an acknowledgement to the primary with the index of the last log record received.
When the acknowledgement from the backup reaches the primary, the flush thread at the
primary obtains control of the log mutex so that the nextf lush value can be updated with
the value of next_index stored before the start of the flush. The flush thread then wakes
up the transaction threads that signalled it and are waiting for the flush to be completed.
The flush thread then goes back to sleep.
The transaction thread, when woken up by the flush thread, continues execution of the
flush method. It then checks whether the log index till which it requested the flush is lower
than or equal to nextflush. If it is so, the flush method returns. Otherwise the flush
method will signal the flush thread and the entire process will be repeated.
Delete
The NetLog delete operation takes the index of the record as an argument and deletes the
record from the primary's log. The delete operation obtains control of the log mutex and
marks the delete flag in the log entry as deleted. If the record that was deleted had index
low, the value of low is incremented to the next greater index with a record associated with
it. The variable start is also similarly updated and the value of count is decremented by
one. After releasing the mutex, the delete call returns.
When a transaction commits, the effects of the transaction, as described in the records
it appended to the log, must be applied to the database. There is a MOB thread that runs
in the background which writes the modifications described in committed log records to
disk and frees up the storage connected with these log records. The MOB thread then calls
the log's delete method to let the log reclaim the associated log entry.
Fetch
The NetLog fetch operation obtains control of the mutex and, if the index is within bounds
(between low and next_index) and the record associated with it is not deleted, the fetch
method returns the log record. After releasing the mutex, the fetch method returns.
High
The NetLog high operation returns the index of the last appended record. The high method
obtains control of the mutex at the primary, stores the value of nextindex in a temporary
variable and after releasing the mutex, returns the value of the temporary variable minus
1.
Low
The NetLog low operation returns the index of the earliest non-deleted record. The low
method obtains control of the mutex at the primary, stores the value of low in a temporary
variable and after releasing the mutex, returns the value in the temporary variable.
Shutdown
If the log is shutdown at a server, the log's state consisting of state variables, list structure,
log records and all associated heap objects, is written to a special region of the disk. If
the system wants the log to be restored to a previous configuration, the log's setup method
checks for data in this region and recovers the state of the log at this server.
If the log is shutdown as part of server maintenance or some other user-controlled ac-
tivity, the process shutting down the server calls the log's shutdown method. The primary
log sends a shutdown message to the backup. When this message arrives at the backup, the
shutdown message handler activates a thread on the backup log that writes all log data to
the special region on disk. The shutdown message handler then sends an acknowledgement
message to the primary. The backup then kills all threads and shuts down the backup
server. When the primary receives the shutdown acknowledgement from the backup, the
primary writes all the data in its log to the special region on disk. The primary is then also
shut down. Note that the primary doesn't have to wait till the backup has shutdown before
writing its records to disk but this is done to ensure that in case of any failure in shutting
the backup down, the data required to restore the backup is still in memory so it can be
accessed easily.
If the log is shutdown due to power failure or some other abnormal condition, the log's
shutdown method is called by the server process handling this event. The log just writes
all the data in the log to the special region of disk, kills all threads and returns.
3.3 Extending the Base Implementation
The previous section focussed on a NetLog implementation with one backup to which log
data is flushed. Using a witness that is only used for failure processing, this implementation
survives one server failure. NetLog implementations that survive more failures are simple
extensions of the base case. To demonstrate this, an implementation that survives two
server failures was developed. Another backup log on a different server was added. The
main change in primary behavior is that the primary sends out flush messages to the
two backups one after another and waits for acknowledgements from both of them before
proceeding. In this implementation, multicast was not used to send log records to the
backups and the effect of a multicast medium on performance is discussed in section 5.8.
3.4 Disk Log Implementation
A disk log was also implemented in Thor to compare the performance of the two log abstrac-
tions (chapter 4). To subsitute one log with the other seamlessly, a device abstraction was
created. The log methods interact with stable storage through the methods of the Device
abstraction, which could either be a network connection to a backup or a data structure on
disk.
The Device Abstraction
In order to allow one abstraction to be substituted for the other, both the network and
disk devices were made to inherit from the abstract class Device. The functions that the
log methods use are abstract functions of Device class. If it is a NetLog implementation,
the setup operation will create the network connection to the backup and encapsulate the
network connection within a class that inherits from the abstract class Device and that
implements the abstract methods of the Device class. Similarly, in the disk log implemen-
tation, the disk is encapsulated within a class that inherits from Device and implements
the abstract methods of Device that are used by the log methods. This arrangement allows
the log to be oblivious of the medium to which the flush is directed.
For the NetLog, a log record has reached stable storage if and when it has been inserted
into the log at the backup. The write to the Device abstraction returns when the server
receives an acknowledgement from the backup. For the disk log, the log record has reached
stable storage when the record has been written to disk successfully and the write to the
Device abstraction returns when the disk write completes.
Disk Log Operation
The disk log implementation is similar to the NetLog implementation, the main difference
being in the medium to which the flush operation is directed. The disk log is implemented
as shown in figure 2-1.
As in the NetLog implementation, the log is created through the setup operation when
server is started. When the log is created, the log data structure is created and initialized
on the disk. Similar to the NetLog implementation, if the server is being restored to a
previous configuration, the setup method checks for data in the special region of disk and
restores the log state. This disk structure is cast into the Device abstraction as described
above.
The append, high, low and delete operations are identical to the NetLog, since they
are performed on the log data structures in memory. The flush operation synchronizes the
state of the primary in-memory log data structure with the log on disk. When the disk log
is shutdown, all the log data in memory is written out to the special region on disk so that
the log can be restored to the same state when it is restarted.
A problem with the current implementation of the disk log is that there is no dedicated
log disk on the systems that Thor runs on. A dedicated log disk was simulated by careful
placement of files and ensuring that only log activity takes place on one disk. This is
elaborated in section 4.1.4.
Chapter 4
Performance of the NetLog in
Thor
The NetLog provides servers with a highly available, stable storage abstraction. Magnetic
disks, used by many systems to implement reliable stable storage, do not provide high avail-
ability for the data stored in them, without significant hardware and software extensions.
This chapter examines whether the increased availability provided by the NetLog has any
effect on performance by comparing the performance of the NetLog and disk log implemen-
tations in the Thor system. In order that the results be extendible, the performance of the
log is characterized on a metric that is independent of the system in which it is implemented.
The performance metric that is used for comparison is flush latency, i.e., the time required
to flush log records to stable storage. The flush time is studied as a function of the size of
the data to be flushed.
4.1 Experimental Setup
This section details the experimental setup used for measuring the flush times. The exper-
iments were run using a client program and a server program, with the client performing
transactions on the server which managed the database. The server program used the log
as described in 3.1 and flush times were measured at the server.
4.1.1 The 007 Database and Traversals
The experiments presented this chapter are from the flushing of log records appended to
the log by 007 transactions on the 007 database as described in [CDN93]. The 007
benchmark has been developed to model complex CAD/CAM/CASE applications built on
top of an object-oriented database. The results described in this chapter do not depend on
the 007 benchmark for the flush latency was studied as a function of only the flush data
size, independent of the database, transaction, or flush data. The 007 benchmark was
used because it provided a ready testbed for measuring flush times.
The 007 database consists of a tree of assembly objects with the leaves of the tree
pointing to three composite objects. Each composite object is actually a graph of atomic
objects that are linked by connection objects. There are two kinds of 007 databases that
I run experiments on: the small and the medium. The small 007 database has 20 atomic
objects per composite object, while the medium 007 database has 200. The size of the
small database is 4.49 MB and that of the medium database is 39.72 MB.
The 007 benchmark describes a number of traversals (transactions) that can be run on
the database. Traversals vary in their effects on the database and the size of the log records
that they cause to be appended into the log. For the purpose of this thesis, two traversals
are of interest:
* Traversal 2a: This traversal modifies only the root atomic part of the graph and it
requires a flush to stable storage of 2 records that contain the modifications. The
total flush data size is about 23KB for both small and medium databases.
* Traversal 2b: This traversal modifies all the atomic parts of the graph and it causes
two records to be appended into the log. The total size of the log records is about
471 KB for the small database and about 4.7 MB for the medium database.
Since the purpose of this chapter is to compare the performance of the two log imple-
mentations, the nature of the transaction that created the log record is immaterial. What
is important is the size of the record appended and the variation of the flush times for
both schemes with log record size. Hence, a modified transaction that is an intermediate
between T2a and T2b was created that permitted varying the size of the log records created
by changing a parameter in the transaction. This parameter controlled the percentage of
atomic parts within each composite part that was changed by the hybrid transaction. When
this parameter is zero, the hybrid transaction behaves like the T2a and when this parameter
is 100%, the hybrid transaction behaves like the T2b. By using this hybrid transaction, the
variation of flush time with flush data size was studied.
4.1.2 System Configuration
The experiments were run on DEC 3000/400 workstations. Three configurations were used.
* Disk: This configuration was used to measure the flush times for the disk log. Client
and server programs were run on the same workstation.
* Network 1B: This configuration was used to measure the flush times for a NetLog
implementation that can survive one server failure. The client and primary server
programs were run on the same workstation and the backup server program was run
on another identical workstation.
* Network 2B: This configuration was used to measure the flush times for a NetLog
implementation that can survive two server failures. The client and primary server
programs were run on the same workstation and the two backup server programs were
run on two other identical workstations.
Due to limitations in system configuration and resources, the client and server had
to be run on the same workstation. This obviously had a detrimental effect on system
performance when compared to other published results of the Thor system [LAC96] or
the results of the model (chapter 5). Since the purpose of this thesis is to examine the
relative performance of the two log abstractions, the above configurations ensure that the
degradation in performance is seen by both log implementations.
4.1.3 System Characteristics
The workstations had 128 MB of memory and ran Digital Unix version 4.0. In the Network
configurations, the workstations were connected by a 10 Mbps Ethernet and had DEC
LANCE Ethernet interfaces. The disks on the workstations were DEC RZ26, with a peak
transfer rate of 3.3 MB/s, average seek time of 10.5 ms and an average rotational latency
of 5.5 ms. The Thor source code was compiled using the g++ compiler and all experiments
were run in an isolated setting.
4.1.4 Simulating a Dedicated Log Disk
Since none of the workstations had a dedicated log disk, careful placement of files was used
to simulate a dedicated log disk. The log was placed on one partition of a disk and no
other activity (system or user) was allowed to take place on that disk. As in dedicated log
disks, there is no interference with the logging process but there is a lot of data already
present in that partition of the disk. Even though only log data is streamed to the disk,
the data is not written out contiguously on the disk as detailed in section 5.4. The head
is, therefore, occasionally repositioned from track-to-track due to the fragmentation of the
disk. In the experiments, the disk log was placed in a partition with 100MB of free space
thus mitigating but not eliminating this effect.
4.2 Results
Figure 4-1 shows the variation of the flush time for the disk and NetLog abstractions with
flush data size. Logarithmic scales are used for both axes. It is seen that the disk log has a
very high fixed cost and a much lower variable cost. This behavior is consistent with the fact
that the every disk write involves a fixed setup cost, namely the positioning the disk head
over the right position to write. After the head is positioned correctly, disk throughputs
are very high leading to low variable cost. For the NetLog, the costs of sending messages
are roughly proportional to the size of the message as network per-message-set-up times
are small. Note that the slope of the NetLog is initially small and but increases after flush
data size cross 1500 bytes as this is the packet size of the ethernet network connecting the
servers. Flush sizes less than this are accomodated in one packet leading to lower variable
cost.
The experiments varied flush data sizes from 80 bytes to 4.5 MB and the Network 1B
system was always faster than the disk log implementatation. The disk and Network 1B
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Figure 4-1: Variation of flush time with flush data size.
curves display almost identical behavior when the data size is increased further. Note that
the NetLog is an order of magnitude faster for data sizes less than 10 KB and twice as
fast for data sizes upto 100 KB. For a flush data size of about 4.5 MB, the disk was about
18% slower than the NetLog. The Network 1B system can survive one server failure and
provides high availability compared to the disk log without any decrease in performance. In
fact results show that it may lead to an improvement in performance, especially for small
flush sizes where the speedup may be an order of magnitude.
When the disk log is compared with the Network 2B configuration, the NetLog is an
order of magnitude faster than the disk log for data sizes less than 1 KB. As flush size
increases, the disk gets progressively better to when it is faster than the Network 2B system
for flush data sizes greater than 100 KB. The Network 2B system remains available even
after 2 server failures while the disk is unavailable on server failure. For flush sizes lower
than 100 KB, increased availability comes for 'free'. For flush sizes greater than 100 KB,
increased availability comes at the cost of decreased flush times. After about 1 MB, the
Network 2B system is about 30% slower than the disk log. Note that the Network 2B
implementation was not ideal as it did not use multicast to communicate to backups. The
effect on flush times of using multicast for primary-to-backup communication is described
in 5.8.
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4.3 Conclusion
This chapter detailed the performance of the disk log and NetLog implementations that
could survive one and two server failures in the Thor system. A large range of flush data
sizes were studied and it was seen that in the current Thor implementation, the NetLog
that survives one server failure always performs as well or better than the disk log. The
Thor results indicate that the NetLog not only provides higher availability than the disk log
but that this availability does not result in a decrease in performance; and it may actually
result in an improvement in performance for small data sizes. In the next chapter, a detailed
model of the disk and network flush process is developed in order to extend the performance
comparison to other system configurations.
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Chapter 5
Modeling the NetLog
In this chapter I present an analytical model that estimates the latency of the flush op-
eration in both the NetLog and the disk log implementations. Flushing data to the disk
log involves writing a block of data to a dedicated log disk on the same machine. Flush-
ing data to a NetLog involves sending the data to machines across a network and waiting
for an acknowledgement from those machines, after they have inserted the data into their
in-memory log.
In the previous chapter, I compared the flush times of both log abstractions as imple-
mented in the Thor system and found that a NetLog that survived one failure had as good
or better flush times than a disk log indicating that the increased availability provided by
the NetLog did not affect performance. The purpose of developing the model is to compare
the performance of the two log abstractions on different system configurations. The model
thus allows an assessment of the relative performance under the impact of advances in disk
and networking technology.
The model developed in this chapter is analytical as analytical models are easily de-
veloped, manipulated and evaluated. However, studying the behavior of disk and network
systems requires detailed simulations and analytical techniques are not accurate. In this
thesis the metric that I compare the two log abstractions on is average flush latency. The
key point to note is that since only the simple average of the flush latencies is estimated, the
distribution and behavior of the flush latencies are not important. This enables an analyti-
cal model to approximate the results from simulation while being much simpler to develop.
The model developed in this chapter extensively uses results from numerous published sim-
ulation studies to ensure that the approximation is a good one. Contention for system
resources, like disk, network and CPU is not considered for the model assumes dedicated
system resources.
The model uses some system parameters in estimating the flush latency. While these
values vary from system to system, values from the Thor system are used in calculations
so that the results of the model can be compared to the performance results described in
chapter 4.
Except in section 5.8, references in this chapter to NetLog refer to the NetLog configu-
ration that survives one server failure.
5.1 CURRENT, FRONTIER and FUTURE Systems
At the heart of the model is an assumption about the nature of the underlying technology
of the system in which these log abstractions are embedded. I examined three different
settings: CURRENT, FRONTIER and FUTURE. These settings are for basic machine and
system characteristics. The CURRENT system represents the state of technology that is
widely deployed today. It also reflects the hardware that the current version of Thor runs
on. The FRONTIER system represents technology that is commercially available today
(1998). The FUTURE system represents my calculated estimate of technology to be widely
available a few years into the future (2002). These three settings were chosen so that the
relative performance of the log abstractions could be assessed over time and with changes
in the underlying network and disk technology.
5.2 Platform settings
In computing the flush cost for each of the three system settings discussed in the previous
section, I used data from a number of published studies of the disk and the network. How-
ever, since these studies were conducted on a variety of processor configurations, results
from different studies cannot be coalesced without accounting for the differences in pro-
cessing speed. I used their system's performance on the SpecInt92 [S92] benchmark as the
means of scaling processor speeds from their system configuration to the system configura-
tions described in the previous section. The reason for choosing the SpecInt92 over other
benchmarks is that it is used by all the studies from which I draw data [G97, MB93, VBB95]
and furthermore, data for the various hardware platforms of relevance to this study were
readily available for this benchmark. The CURRENT setting was based on the system
that the current version of Thor is implemented on, namely, the DEC Model 3000/400 133
MHz 21064. The FRONTIER system was based on the DEC Alphastation 600 5/266. The
FUTURE system's SpecInt92 rating was set at 500.
5.3 The Model
I use a simple model of flushing cost, which is measured in units of time. The total cost of
flushing data is assumed to be composed of a fixed cost and a variable cost. Every flush
operation has a fixed cost associated with it regardless of the size of the data being flushed.
I call this fixed cost the latency, L, of the flush operation. The speed of every flush operation
is also limited by the rate at which data can be flushed. The more data there is to flush,
the larger the flush cost. The byte flush cost, b, of the flush operation is the cost of flushing
one byte of data. The variable cost associated with a flush of M bytes of data is, therefore,
the product of the byte flush cost and the size of the data. The total flush cost, F, for M
bytes of data is therefore
F=L+M*b
The flush costs for any system to which flush operations may be directed can be com-
CURRENT FRONTIER FUTURE
Full Rotational time frt (ms) 11.1 5.8 3.0
Data Transfer Rate B (MB/s) 2.7 17.9 50.0
Track to Track switch t (ms) 2.5 1.0 0.5
Track capacity s (KB) 38 89 109
Table 5.1: Disk System parameters for all three settings.
puted using the above model by estimating the system's latency and byte flush cost. In
the next two sections, I will model the disk log and the NetLog using this approach by
estimating the latency and byte flush cost for each.
5.4 The Modeling the Disk Flush
Disk drives are composed of two main components: mechanism and controller. The mech-
anism is made up of the recording components (rotating disks and the heads that access
information from them) and positioning components (the arm assembly that moves the
heads onto the correct track, along with the track positioning system that keeps the heads
properly positioned on the track). The disk controller is made up of a microprocessor, buffer
memory and the interface to the SCSI bus. The controller is responsible for managing the
data flow (read and write) from the host system to the disk and is also responsible for
mapping logical disk addresses, which the host system sees, to physical disk addresses.
I model a dedicated log disk. This disk is used only for logging and is used exclusively
to store log records. The flushing cost in a dedicated log disk is composed of four major
components: CPU activity to setup the disk write, disk controller overhead in preparing to
write data, delay in positioning the head, and data transfer time.
In developing this model, I drew heavily from Thekkath et al [TWL92] and Ruemmler
and Wilkes [RW91, RW93, RW94]. These papers provide very detailed models of disk drives
and include extensive simulation results that were useful in understanding the extent of
the error involved in using an analytical model. The HP C2247 [HP92] was used as the
reference for the CURRENT system. The Seagate Cheetah 18 [S97] drive is the high end
of the Seagate product line and was used as the reference for the FRONTIER system. The
FUTURE system was extrapolated from these two system settings. Table 5.1 describes the
disk system settings.
5.4.1 Latency
The latency, L, associated with a disk flush is composed of CPU costs, disk controller
overhead and rotational delay in head positioning.
CPU costs, C, are based on the number of instructions that the host system has to
execute to set up the disk write. Gruber [G97] and Carey et al [CFZ94] provide estimates
of the CPU cost for setting up a disk write and these costs were scaled for the CURRENT,
FRONTIER and FUTURE systems as described in 5.2.
The disk controller manages access to the SCSI bus and the SCSI bus interfaces at the
host and the disk take time to establish connections and decipher commands. In a detailed
study, Worthington et al [WGP94] provide values for many of these low level overheads
on the HP C2247 drive and these were used for the CURRENT system. For the FRON-
TIER and FUTURE systems, Gruber and Rummeler and Wilkes report that disk drive
technologies are advancing at approximately 12% compounded annually and I assumed this
rate to compute the controller overheads for the FRONTIER and FUTURE configurations.
[WGP94] was conducted in 1994 and values for the FRONTIER and FUTURE systems
were calculated given that they are set in 1998 and 2002 respectively.
Head positioning typically consists of seek time (time to position the head over the
correct track) and rotational latency (time to wait for the disk to spin till the head is over
the correct position on the track). Seek time will be addressed as part of the byte flush cost
in the next subsection. In their experiments, Ruemmler and Wilkes found that estimating
the rotational time by a random selection between 0 and the full rotational time, frt, instead
of their detailed simulations increased the demerit figure in their experiments from about
2% to about 6% of the actual disk performance. For the purposes of this thesis, this margin
of error is acceptable and an average rotational delay of half the full rotational time was
added to each disk write. The rotational delay for the C2247 and the Cheetah are described
in their datasheets and the trend between them was extrapolated to the FUTURE system.
The latency associated with a disk flush is therefore
frtL=S+C+
2
where S is the disk controller overhead.
5.4.2 Byte Flush Cost
Data transfer costs measure the time taken for the actual writing of the data onto the disk
once the write has been setup at the host and controller level and the head is positioned
correctly. The data transfer cost depends on the amount of data being flushed and can
be computed knowing the number of bytes that can be transferred per unit time, or data
transfer rate of the disk. Effective data transfer rates for the CURRENT and FRONTIER
systems were taken from Worthington et al and the Cheetah datasheet respectively. The
trend was extrapolated to get the throughput for the FUTURE system.
In a dedicated log disk, writes are streamed to disk in a sequential fashion and no other
activity interferes with this and moves the head out of position. The head writes a track
completely and then moves on to the next track to write that track in a similar sequential
fashion. Thus, there is no seek cost associated with a write. However, a track-to-track switch
occurs on certain writes when the current track is full and the write has to be continued on
the next track. This cost is amortized over the capacity of each track. The amortized cost
per byte of data is I (as defined in table 5.1). The C2247 and Cheetah datasheets provide
the values for t and s in the CURRENT and FRONTIER systems and the trend between
them was extrapolated for the FUTURE system.
The effective byte flush cost of the disk log is therefore
1 t
b= +-
B s
5.5 Modeling the Network Flush
In monolithic operating systems, most of the message processing takes place within the
kernel. Every send and receive causes a protection domain crossing (from user to kernel
mode) and the message is also copied from the kernel to the user address space. Network
protocols are built using a layered approach which, while excellent for modularity and
design, incurs a lot of overhead when compared to a single end-to-end implementation.
New approaches in operating systems require user processes to undergo kernel interaction
only to set up certain shared memory regions so that communication can then proceed
without kernel calls. Liedtke [L93, L95] describes an architecture and kernel design for
improving network communication.
My model of CURRENT and FRONTIER network configurations is based on the work
of Maeda and Bershad [MB93], in which they propose an approach to network protocols that
results in improved performance by separating the application's interface to the network
from the application's interface to the operating system. The CURRENT network model
is based on their implementation of the networking support in UX, the CMU single server
UNIX operating system. The FRONTIER system is based on their in-kernel implementation
of the Mach 2.5 operating system.
von Eicken et al [VBB95] propose a network architecture that allows user level access to
high speed communication devices. They remove the kernel completely from the commu-
nication path while still providing full protection. Druschel and Peterson [DP93] develop
another method to allow user level processes to take advantage of the bandwidth afforded
by modern network devices. My FUTURE system is based on and uses data from [VBB95]
as that study is more recent.
I assumed a dedicated network connection between the primary and the backup. The
network bandwidth, B, for the CURRENT system (10 Mbps) was chosen to reflect the
network connections between servers in the current Thor implementation. The network
bandwidths for the FRONTIER (100 Mbps) and FUTURE (1 Gbps) systems are based on
commercial networking technology available today and expected to be available in a few
years respectively.
The cost of the flush is modeled as composed of the following operations: sending the
flush message from the primary to the backup, processing at the backup, sending of the
acknowledgement from the backup to the primary.
5.5.1 Flush Message Cost
I assumed a simple model of the network when estimating the costs of sending the flush
message from the primary to the backup. The costs are composed of three actions: costs
incurred at the sender, wire time of the message, and costs incurred at the receiver.
The sending and receiving costs are assumed to consist of a fixed cost (independent of
the size of the message) and a variable cost (linearly proportional to the size of the message).
Let fs and fr be the fixed sending and receiving costs respectively. Let the variable sending
cost be vs per byte and the variable receiving cost be vr per byte. Wire times are computed
as the transmission time for the message given the network bandwidth, B. The cost, MC,
of transmitting a message of size M across a network is
MC = (fs + fr) + M * (vs + vr) + M
5.5.2 Acknowledgement Message Cost
I assumed that the costs of sending and receiving messages described in the pervious sub-
section were identical across servers. Therefore, the only difference between the acknowl-
edgement cost and the flush message cost is the change in the size of the message. The cost
of sending the acknowledgement, AC, from the backup to the primary is
AC = (fs + fr) + A* (vs + vr) +
where A is the size of the acknowledgement. The size of the acknowledgement is independent
of the size of the flush message. The Thor system uses 32 byte acknowledgements and this
was assumed for all three system configurations.
5.5.3 Processing at the Backup
The processing at the backup involves appending the records that arrive in the flush message
to the backup log. The Thor implementation employs efficient use of shared memory to
avoid copying of data and has a fixed cost, BP, independent of the size of the flush data.
The same cost, suitably scaled, was assumed for all three system configurations.
5.5.4 NetLog Flush Model
The latency of the NetLog flush operation is composed of the fixed parts of the flush message,
the cost of processing at the backup and the cost of sending the acknowledgement from the
primary to the backup. The latency is therefore
L = (fs + fr) + BP + AC
where BP is the cost of processing at the backup.
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Figure 5-1: Variation of flush time with flush data size for the CURRENT system.
The byte flush cost of the NetLog flush operation is composed of the wire time for the
flush message and the variable parts of the sending and receiving costs. The byte flush cost
is therefore
1
b = (vs + vr) +
B
The values of L and b were computed using the data from [MB93, VBB95].
5.6 Results
This section discusses the results obtained from the model.
5.6.1 Variation with Flush Data Size
Figure 5-1 shows the variation of flush times with increasing flush data sizes for the CUR-
RENT system. A logarithmic scale was used for both axes. When comparing the NetLog
and disk log, the NetLog is always faster than the disk log. The disk log has a high fixed
cost and is 2-3 times slower than the NetLog for small flush data sizes (< 10 KB). As flush
data size is increased, its performance relative to the NetLog gets better. After about 500
KB, it is seen from the graph that the two curves are almost parallel. In that range of
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flush data sizes, the disk log is slower than the NetLog by about 10-20%. Extrapolating the
model beyond the limits of the graph shows that the disk flush time is always greater than
that of the NetLog but approaches it asymptotically.
Figure 5-2 shows the variation of flush times with increasing flush data size for the
FRONTIER system. As before, the disk performance gets better as flush data size is
increased. For small data sizes (< 10 KB), the disk flush latency is about an order of
magnitude more than the network flush time. When the flush data size is between 500 KB
to 5 MB, the disk log is about 10-30% slower than the NetLog. Extrapolating the model
beyond the limits of the graph shows that, like the CURRENT system, the disk log is always
slower than the network log but approaches the network log curve asymptotically.
For the FUTURE system, figure 5-3 shows the variation of flush times with flush data
sizes. The behavior is very similar to the previous two graphs. For small data sizes (< 10
KB), the NetLog was about 30 times faster than the disk log. As flush data sizes are
increased, the disk performance gets better. For flush data sizes between 500 KB to 5 MB,
the disk log is about 25-35% slower than the NetLog. As in the previous two systems, the
disk log is always slower than the network log regardless of flush data size and the disk
curve approaches the network log curve asymptotically.
5.7 Variation with Time
Figure 5-4 shows the variation of the speedup of the NetLog over the disk log for all three
system configurations. A logarithmic scale is used for speedup. The graph indicates that the
NetLog performance relative to the disk log is expected to improve with time. The NetLog
is thus better poised than the disk log to take advantage of technological developments in
the coming years.
5.8 Number of Backups
So far, it has been assumed that the log records are sent to only one backup. If the probabil-
ity of independent failure of any server is p, then in a three machine system, the probability
that information is lost is the probability that two servers are down simultaneously, i.e.
p2. For example, if the downtime of systems today is assumed to be 5%, the probability
of data loss on a three server system is therefore 2.5%. If higher reliability is desired, a
simple solution is to send the log records to more than one backup. In a system with n
backups, the probability of data loss is pn+l. But flushing to more backups is costly as now
n message transfers are required for each operation. If it is assumed that the primary sends
the messages to the backups one after another. The presence of a broadcast medium will
reduce the transmission time significantly, as the primary sends the flush message only once
and waits for and processes n acknowledgements. In either case, sending data to a number
of backups involves additional complexity and overhead in the flush process but provides
greater fault tolerance.
I now extend the model to incorporate flushing to a number of backups. I assume the
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presence of a broadcast medium on which the primary broadcasts flush data to the backups.
Each backup then inserts the records into its memory and sends an acknowledgement to
the primary.
The backups are numbered from 1 to n to organize the sending of acknowledgements
to the primary. Backup i waits for the acknowledgement from backup i - 1 before sending
the acknowledgement to backup i + 1. Backup 1 sends the acknowledgement to backup
2 after it has received the flush message from the primary and has appended the data
to its log. On receiving the acknowledgement from backup n - 1, backup n sends an
acknowledgement to the primary. When this acknowledgement reaches the primary, the
flush operation completes.
In this protocol, the cost of the flush operation consists of the cost of the flush message
from the primary, processing at each of the backups (which is assumed to happen in parallel),
and the cost of n acknowledgement messages. In terms of the model of section 5.3, the
latency of the flush operation to n backups for a message of size M is
L = (fs + fr) + BP + n * AC
and the byte flush cost is
M
b=
B
where B is the bandwidth of the network connection.
Using the data of the three settings, figure 5-5 shows the variation of the flush times
with number of backups for both protocols and for the three different system settings.
Though the graph assumes that the flush data size was fixed at 10 KB, similar behavior
was observed for other data sizes. Note that the y axis is not drawn to scale. Over the
three system settings, addition of another backup increases the flush time by about 10% on
average. Note that this small increase is because of the assumption of a broadcast medium
and ordered acknowledgements. In figure 4-1, as part of the implementation results, where
a broadcast medium was not used, it was seen that the time for a two backup flush is
slightly more than double the time for a one backup flush. The difference made by using a
broadcast medium is now appreciated.
Note that the disk log flush times on the CURRENT, FRONTIER and FUTURE set-
tings for 10 KB of data are 11000, 4500 and 2000 psecs respectively; each of which is
significantly more than the corresponding NetLog implementation that survives 10 server
failures.
5.9 Conclusion
This chapter described the development and results of an analytical model that extended
the results of the previous chapter to more general system configurations. The results of
the model are consistent with the results of the Thor implementation and suggest that the
NetLog performs as good or better than the disk log. From the model, it was seen that the
performance of the NetLog relative to the disk log is expected to get better with advances
in computer technology. Increased reliability and availability may be obtained by flushing
to more than one backup and the presence of a broadcast medium reduces the increased
flushing cost associated with each additional backup significantly.
Chapter 6
Conclusion
This thesis has described the design, implementation, and performance of the NetLog, a
distributed log abstraction that provides highly availlable stable storage. The performance
of the NetLog was examined both as part of a real system as well as through analytical
modeling. This chapter summarizes the work of this thesis and also presents some directions
for future work.
6.1 Summary
There is a growing need among systems that store information on the Internet to provide
highly available storage for data objects. The NetLog is a distributed log abstraction that
provides servers with access to highly available stable storage through a simple, generic
log interface. Since this interface is similar to that used by traditional log abstractions,
servers can get the benefits of availability with little code change. However, the NetLog
abstraction extends the traditional log abstraction by incorporating functionality required
by certain applications, for example, the MOB in the Thor database. The NetLog uses the
primary copy replication technique to provide highly available storage. All the details of
the protocol are encapsulated within the log and hidden from servers. An important feature
of the NetLog design is its independence from the nature or semantics of the objects stored
within it.
The NetLog abstraction was implemented and used in the Thor distributed database
to demonstrate its utility and study its performance in a real system. A disk log like that
commonly used for stable storage in transaction systems was developed to provide a point
for performance comparison. The flush times for both log abstractions were studied as a
function of flush data size. For flush data sizes less than 10 KB, the NetLog was found to
be an order of magnitude faster than the disk log. As the flush data size was increased,
the disk got progressively better compared to the NetLog but never surpassed it. The Thor
results indicate that the NetLog performs better or as well as the disk log for a large range
of flush data sizes.
An analytical model of the NetLog was developed to allow a projection of the perfor-
mance implications of the NetLog on various kinds of hardware. By making use of detailed
studies of disks and networks, a fine grained model of the network and disk was developed.
The model was used to examine three different technology settings: CURRENT, the state
of ubiquitous technology today; FRONTIER, commercially available technology today; and
FUTURE, an estimate of the state of the technology available a couple of years down the
line. Over all three system configurations, the NetLog was found to be as fast or faster than
the disk log regardless of the flush data size. An important result from the model is that
the relative performance improvement of the NetLog over the disk log is expected to get
better as technology advances. The NetLog thus provides increased availability compared
to the disk log, both today and in the future, without any decrease in performance.
6.2 Future Directions
In this section, I detail some of the research opportunities that arise from this thesis or as
natural follow-ons to the work described here.
6.2.1 Actual Workloads
This work has clearly established that the NetLog performs as well or better than a disk log
for a large range of flush data sizes chosen to model what is used in real systems. The next
step is to compare the performance of both abstractions on a real database workload. A
real workload will take into account not just the size of the flush data but also the number
of transactions that flush a certain amount of data and their distribution. Having multiple
clients execute workloads will also allow the measurement of not only the flush latency
but also transaction throughput at the server. Doppelhammer et al [DHK97] describe the
performance of the SAP system on the TPC benchmark and provide many insights on
studying database performance in real situations.
6.2.2 Optimizations
There are a number of optimizations proposed in the literature to improve the performance
of both log abstractions that are not incorporated in either the model or in the implemen-
tation. Currently, the committing of a transaction requires four message transfers, namely,
client to primary, primary to backup, backup to primary, and primary to client. This may
be reduced to three message transfers where the client sends the commit message to the
primary and the backups, i.e. client to primary and backups, backups to primary, and
primary to client. Some of the issues involved in this, especially the impact on concur-
rency control for multi-OR transactions, are discussed in [P97]. Architecture that provides
weaker consistency [LLS90] between the primary and the backups may be implemented to
improve performance at the risk of a greater number of client aborts. Other optimizations
include changing the system configuration to provide better performance. These include
using RAID storage [CLG94] and striping log data across disks to get higher bandwidth or
using a high speed medium that permits the primary to broadcast flush messages to the
backups. Special hardware support for replication and efficient log maintenance through
NVRAM [BAD92] is also possible.
6.2.3 Security
In the discussion in this thesis, it was assumed that the primary and backup failures follow
the fail-stop approach [S90]. The design of efficient log abstractions that allow for more
complex failure behavior like Byzantine failures, server corruption, and break-in are avenues
for future research.
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